Best™ HDR Remote Afterloader

Best™ HDR Remote Afterloader provides 20 channels for dose delivery with safety designs such as positive lock and verification for the transfer tubes, automatic check cable to verify the connections of all catheters and applicators, and radiation monitoring.

- Battery back-up in case of power failure and automated wire recover
- Source wire tracking using sensors and encoders
- Treatment data maintained in case of failure and treatment resumed after fix
- Quick source replacement process, thereby reducing down time
- Automatic and manual wire retract in case of emergency
- Available with Cobalt-60 or Iridium-192 sources. Also, Ytterbium-169 source will be available soon!
**Best™ HDR Remote Afterloader**

- Provides 20 channels for dose delivery
- Battery back-up in case of power failure and automated wire recovery
- Quick source replacement process — reduces down-time
- Available with Cobalt-60 or Iridium-192 sources. Also, Ytterbium-169 source available soon!
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**Best™ Esophageal & Breast Double-Balloon Brachytherapy Applicators**

---

**Best™ Templates**

- BestMick Applicator
- BestMick 10/15/20/25 Cartridges
- Best Kobold Tandem & Ring Applicator
- Best Kobold Fletcher Tandem & Ovoid Applicator
- Best Kobold Henschke Tandem & Ovoid Applicator
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**Best™ Flexi Needles**

- Flexi Needle with Female Hub
- 15G Flexi Needle with SS Sleeve (Click Fit)
- 15G Flexi
- 16G Flexi
- 17G Flexi

---

**Best™ Brachytherapy Kit**